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Popular cryptocurrency exchange Coinbase will list on the Nasdaq on April 14. This is likely to be a major event for the crypto 

community because it will force traditional investors to take note of the rapid development taking place in the crypto sector. 

Several exchange-traded funds are likely to own Coinbase to gain exposure to the crypto sector. A successful listing will attract 

other crypto exchanges and private entities to go public.

Bitcoin has been struggling near the $60,000 mark for the past few days, with some speculating that the top may be in place. 

However, Bloomberg Intelligence senior commodity strategist Mike McGlone believes that Bitcoin “has far to go before it 

reaches a cycle top or ”plateau.” Bloomberg April edition of “Crypto Outlook” projects a target objective of $400,000 by the 

end of 2021.

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE ARE

THE QOINIQ ECOSYSTEM, QOINSUIT, QOINNECT AND QOINX- QOINIQ REVIEW

& 

AUBIT FREEWAY TOKEN NOW AVAILABLE ON BINANCE SMART CHAIN 

THROUGH PANCAKE SWAP

Bitcoin broke above the overhead resistance of £44,238 on April 12 and 13, but the bulls have not been able to 

sustain the breakout. This suggests that demand dries up at higher levels. However, the positive sign is that the 

bulls have not given up much ground, which shows that traders are not closing their positions in a hurry. The 

upsloping 20-day EMA and the RSI above 62 suggest advantage to the bulls.

If the bulls can push and sustain the price above £44,238 for three days, the next leg of the uptrend could 

resume. Aggressive traders can buy on a close (UTC time) above £44,238 and keep a stop-loss below the 

20-day EMA. The first target objective on the upside is £50,000. Traders can trail the stops higher as the price 

moves northward.

However, the short-term traders may dump their positions if the bulls fail to sustain the price above £44,238. 

That may also encourage the aggressive bears to initiate short positions. If that 

happens, the BTC/GBP pair could drop to the 50-day SMA.

A break below this support could start a deeper correction that could 

reach £36,777 and then £31,005.

 
Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the cryptocurrency world.

Enjoy the issue!

Editor’s Letter

Karnav Shah
Co-Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kaz-platinum-investment-b7493718a/
https://www.facebook.com/Cryptonaireweekly
https://twitter.com/PlatinumCrypto
https://www.facebook.com/Cryptonaireweekly
https://t.me/Platinumcryptoacademy
https://issuu.com/platinumcryptoacademy
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Featuring in this weeks Edition: 

- DeFi Bids

- BitcoinVend

- Statera

- Cberry

- QoinIQ

- Atani

- Aubit

Also Get,

- Markets Analysis

- Market News Update

- Read Our Latest Blog:

THE QOINIQ ECOSYSTEM, QOINSUIT, QOINNECT 
AND QOINX- 
QOINIQ REVIEW

AUBIT FREEWAY TOKEN NOW AVAILABLE ON 
BINANCE SMART CHAIN THROUGH PANCAKE 
SWAP

SUBSCRIBE NOW

CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the 

globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongo-

ing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.

Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert techni-

cal analysis, providing trading opportunities to our sub-

scribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers 

can keep up to speed with the current developments in 

the crypto markets.

Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade 

active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also 

take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects 

with real value!

No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep 

on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to 

your inbox each and every week.

What are you waiting for?

Subscribe now!

http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/the-qoiniq-ecosystem/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/the-qoiniq-ecosystem/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/the-qoiniq-ecosystem/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/aubit-freeway-token-now-available-on-binance-smart-chain/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/aubit-freeway-token-now-available-on-binance-smart-chain/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/aubit-freeway-token-now-available-on-binance-smart-chain/
http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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Popular cryptocurrency exchange Coinbase will list on 

the Nasdaq on April 14. This is likely to be a major event 

for the crypto community because it will force traditional 

investors to take note of the rapid development taking 

place in the crypto sector. Several exchange-traded 

funds are likely to own Coinbase to gain exposure to the 

crypto sector. A successful listing will attract other crypto 

exchanges and private entities to go public.

Bitcoin has been struggling near the $60,000 mark 

for the past few days, with some speculating that the 

top may be in place. However, Bloomberg Intelligence 

senior commodity strategist Mike McGlone believes that 

Bitcoin “has far to go before it reaches a cycle top or 

”plateau.” Bloomberg April edition of “Crypto Outlook” 

projects a target objective of $400,000 by the end of 

2021.

However, CoinShares data suggests that the daily turn-

over for Bitcoin has dropped 33% in the recent weeks 

to $7.7 billion. The inflows into digital asset investment 

products for last week also declined by $23 million. 

This shows that the inflows have slowed down, despite 

positive news flow. When the markets refuse to go up on 

good news, it is a sign of weakness and an impending 

correction.

Hello, Crypto Traders welcome to this week’s 177th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall 

Cryptocurrency Market Cap stands at $2.09 Trillion. We have seen a $90 Billion increase in the 

Market Cap since the last week. Bitcoin price is currently around $60,550 from $59,050 since last 

week and has increased by 2.54% and Ether price is now at $2,162 from $2,135 since last week 

and has increased by 1.26%. The current market cap for bitcoin is $1.31 Trillion, and for Altcoins, 

the current market cap is $780 Billion.

Percentage of 

Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS

Bitcoin

Ethereum

Binance Coin   

XRP     

Tether 

Cardano

Polkadot   

Uniswap

Litecoin   

Chainlink      

Others

54.07%

11.93%

4.19%

3.16%

2.17%

1.99%

1.80%

0.88%

0.79%

0.66%

18.35%
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TOP 10 COINS

Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation

https://bit.ly/3vtfi4n
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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https://bit.ly/2RbTpH9
https://bit.ly/2RbTpH9
https://bit.ly/2RbTpH9
https://t.me/stateratoken
https://www.reddit.com/r/StateraToken/
https://github.com/StateraProject
https://github.com/StateraProject
https://discord.gg/jgqwUx4
https://twitter.com/StateraProject
https://www.instagram.com/stateratoken/
https://medium.com/@stateraproject
https://www.publish0x.com/@STATERA-TOKEN
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BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

Bitcoin broke above the overhead resistance of £44,238 on April 12 and 13, but the bulls have not been able 

to sustain the breakout. This suggests that demand dries up at higher levels.

However, the positive sign is that the bulls have not given up much ground, which shows that traders are not clos-

ing their positions in a hurry. The upsloping 20-day EMA and the RSI above 62 suggest advantage to the bulls.

If the bulls can push and sustain the price above £44,238 for three days, the next leg of the uptrend could 

resume. Aggressive traders can buy on a close (UTC time) above £44,238 and keep a stop-loss below the 

20-day EMA. 

The first target objective on the upside is £50,000. Traders can trail the stops higher as the price moves 

northward.

However, the short-term traders may dump their positions if the bulls fail to sustain the price above £44,238. 

That may also encourage the aggressive bears to initiate short positions. If that happens, the BTC/GBP pair 

could drop to the 50-day SMA.

A break below this support could start a deeper correction that could reach £36,777 and then £31,005.

CRYPTO 
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
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ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

Ether plunged below £1,456.18 on April 7, but the bulls purchased the dip and the price rebounded 

on April 8. As the price did not break below the 20-day EMA and also did not reach the breakout 

level of the triangle, the suggested stop-loss in the previous analysis may not have triggered.

The ETH/GBP pair has continued to make new highs, but the up-move lacks momentum. This sug-

gests hesitation among the bulls to buy aggressively at higher levels.

If the momentum does not pick up within the next two days, it will increase the possibility of a cor-

rection. A break below £1,400 will be the first sign of weakness. The first stop on the downside could 

be the support line of the triangle. If this support cracks, the pair could extend the decline to £1,100.

Conversely, if the pair picks up momentum, a rally to £1,872 is likely. Traders can watch the price 

action and book profits if the price does not rally above £1,600 in the next couple of days. Until then, 

the stops can be kept just below the 20-day EMA. 
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RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

XRP did not crack the £0.588 support and continued its upward march after a minor consolidation 

between April 7 to 9. The rally easily overtook the projected target objective of £0.824 and has 

surged to an intraday high of £1.28 today.

However, the sharp rally of the past few days has pushed the RSI to 81 levels. This suggests the XRP/

GBP pair is overbought in the short term and could enter a correction or consolidation.

The long wick on today’s candlestick shows profit-booking at higher levels. Traders can close 80% 

of their positions at the current levels and keep the remaining with a trailing stop-loss.

We suggest booking profits on the majority of the position because strong uptrends tend to correct 

sharply. When that happens, the paper profits can evaporate quickly. Therefore, traders should book 

profits when the rally looks overextended.

A break below £0.95 could attract aggressive selling and pull the price down to the 20-day EMA.
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CARDANO - ADA/GBP

Cardano is currently range-bound between £0.71001 and £1.07197. The price action inside a range 

could be volatile and random. 

The positive sign is that the bulls did not allow the price to dip below the 20-day EMA in the past 

few days. The buyers are now trying to push the price to the resistance of the range.

On two previous occasions, the price had turned down from £1.07197. Therefore, the bears will try 

to defend it aggressively. If the price once again turns down from £1.07197, the ADA/GBP pair could 

extend its stay inside the range for a few more days.

The first sign of strength will be a breakout and close above £1.07197. If that happens, the pair could 

rally to £1.43393. However, we do not find any reliable trading setups at the current level. Therefore, 

we are not recommending a trade in it.
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BINANCE - BNB/GBP

Binance Coin has more than doubled in price since our recommendation to buy following a break-

out above the triangle. Although the target objective was £326, the momentum blew past this and 

reached an intraday high at £465.761 on April 12. 

Traders should now not get greedy and close 80% of their positions at the current levels. They can 

keep a small position open with a trailing stop-loss to pocket any further gains.

The sharp rally of the past few days has pushed the RSI above 80, indicating the BNB/GBP pair is 

overbought in the near term. Therefore, we anticipate the pair to enter a minor correction or con-

solidation.

Generally, the corrections in a strong uptrend last anywhere between one to three days. However, 

if the rally fails to resume within three days, it will suggest the momentum may be weakening. 

The major support on the downside is the 20-day EMA. A strong bounce off this level will suggest 

the sentiment remains positive and the bulls are buying on dips. However, a break below the 20-day 

EMA will indicate a change in trend.
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BITCOINVEND – PUTTING THE CURRENCY 
INTO CRYPTOCURRENCY, FOR 
EVERYONE!

BitcoinVend is going back to Bitcoin roots, we all know Bitcoin was invented to facilitate trust-less 

trade on a global scale, establishing a currency which could be global without third party interven-

tion. For a currency to have sustainable long-term value, one must be able to spend it easily on 

necessities or desirable items. So far this has been difficult, time consuming and expensive for the 

average Crypto user.

For Crypto to see widespread adoption as a means of payment, all types of merchants, employers 

and service providers must have a simple well-governed ecosystem in which to transact with trust, 

speed, security, and ease. The ability to accept and process multiple Cryptocurrencies (without 

latency) is also important.

The apparent push for mainstream adoption by large corporations touting “Crypto acceptance” is 

not really adoption as they’re mostly offering a Crypto/Fiat conversion on behalf of the buyer, which 

is neither in alignment with Crypto ethos or what ‘Satoshi’ and his companions were hoping for.

With BitcoinVend, the community will no longer need to rely on Fiat to use their Crypto, which will 

change everything, and not just for the existing community, for the world!

Bitcoin veteran and founder of BitcoinVend, Christopher Cousins: “We’ve created a straightforward 

product that anyone can easily use. If you can turn on your phone, you can use BitcoinVend to buy, 

sell or accept crypto payments.”

PRESS RELEASE

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/bitcoinvend-the-worlds-first-complete-crypto-ecosystem/
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SO WHAT IS BITCOINVEND AND WHAT DOES IT DO?

BitcoinVend is the world’s first, all-purpose Smartphone App; a remarkably simple system that 

enables anyone to use Crypto as currency. The App combines:

– A marketplace, like eBay or Facebook.

– A payments system, like Revolut or Nubank plus Stripe.

– And a peer-to-peer exchange, similar to Localbitcoins & decentralized exchanges.

Initially focusing on attracting the individual user and small merchant, the future will see the release 

of our more institutionally focused desktop version. Now, some might be thinking, “What’s new about 

that? Sounds like just another wallet…”.

To start, what makes BitcoinVend special is that it´s all-in-one, safe and incredibly easy to use (Crypto 

savvy or not).

It combines everything required to create a self-contained yet borderless ecosystem with very few limi-

tations; it can be used simply for listings and a platform for counterparties to communicate.

The most unique element is that the App is somewhat community managed. Users build (or lose) 

reputational scores, disputes are resolved by other users, users ´police´ the system like bounty hunters 

or private investigators. There are even plans to integrate voting for policies, governance and feature 

integrations as well as enabling users to run network nodes etc. This is thanks to core design elements 

and a partnership with BCVT token.

There is no solution like this. This is what Crypto needs to turn adoption dreams into reality.

A collaboration with Platinum Crypto Academy will help us reach a large scale crypto user, trader and 

investor base allowing us generate a wider community audience for all things BitcoinVend.

Platinum Crypto Academy and Cryptonaire Weekly chief Editor Karnav Shah expressed “how delighted 

we are to be working with BitcoinVend a company whos true vision is aligned with the fundematals of 

what Bitcoin is really about. Highlighting this project to our community is an absolute pleasure as even 

our organisation is need need of some of the key merchant services. I look forward to a long and pro-

perous realationship with BitcoinVend and the team.’ 

The App will be available to the general public in June.

Twitter | Facebook | LinkedIn | Telegram

https://youtu.be/v4p3OwrferY
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CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING 
PLATFORM ATANI RAISES $6.25M IN 
SEED FUNDING

Crypto start-up organization Atani announced on Tuesday that the company raised $6.25M in seed 

funding. Leading European VC funds also participated in the seed round, successfully led by inves-

tor JME Ventures. Other companies who participated in the round were Encomenda Smart Capital, 

Lanai Partners, and Conexo Ventures, aside from individual investors, such as crypto experts, serial 

entrepreneurs, legal affairs, blockchain technology, crypto taxation, and finance experts.

The start-up plans to use the funds to expand its business globally, in addition to introducing pre-

mium features, such as API trading, for professional developers and traders.

Based in Madrid, Atani is essentially a non-custodial desktop app offering portfolio monitoring and 

trading on 22 exchanges, such as Binance, Bitstamp, and Coinbase Pro. The crypto platform also 

has a taxation reporting tool that provides an auto report valid in more than 30 nations.

Sharing more information about the platform, Paul Barroso, Co-founder & CEO of Atani, stated, “We 

started investing in Bitcoin back in 2013 and have experienced first-hand the growing sophistication 

and fragmentation of the crypto market. The pains of interacting with different exchanges, managing 

multiple trading tools, or dealing with taxes drove us to build Atani.”

The seed funding round was carried out after a pre-seed funding round of $750,000 held in May 

2019. With this, the Atani group’s total funding stands at $7 million.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/bitcoinvend-the-worlds-first-complete-crypto-ecosystem/
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The Atani platform allows users to continue trading even when the web platform of the exchange is 

down. Users can conveniently connect their trading exchanges to generate an audited taxation report 

that calculates the amount owned on every trade, even those executed before joining Atani.

Apart from this, Atani also offers other features such as advanced order type, portfolio aggregator, 

as well as trading calculator, and customized pricing alert system. Users can get up to one thousand 

emails, two hundred SMS, and thirty phone calls every month, allowing them to stay abreast of the 

market developments even when not accessing the Atani trading terminal.

The highly intuitive platform aims to enhance user experience and will thus design a freemium model 

for trading. Given that all crypto trading platforms are based on cloud technology, they provide hackers 

with the opportunity to access the digital wallets of users. But Atani being the non-custodial platform, 

doesn’t let anyone access users’ API keys and funds. This unique feature, along with its taxation and 

the analytical aspect, will attract both experienced and new investors.
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DEFIBIDS – A NEW DEFI PLATFORM 
FOR STAKERS, AUCTION BUYERS, AND 
TRADERS

12th April, 2021: DefiBids, a unique crypto platform that uses innovative auction styles, allowing 

users to win digital currencies, announced that it has recently appointed Platinum Crypto Academy 

and Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine to help novice and professional traders take advantage of crypto 

auctions, staking, and trading opportunities.

Sharing more details about the appointment, a spokesperson at DefiBids stated, “We firmly believe 

that Platinum has the digital currency as well as investing experience needed to support our plat-

form. With our combined experience, we look forward to opening up the crypto market to many 

more cryptocurrency enthusiasts.”

The DefiBids platform is an ideal platform for stakers, auction buyers, and traders. While stakers can 

use the platform to gain rewards on crypto auction transactions, the auction buyers will benefit from 

exciting deals/offers on crypto token packages. Traders will benefit as a result of increased value 

as well as through adopting the bid token.

The DefiBids crypto project makes use of distinct auction styles to help users win digital currencies. 

Presently, the first crypto auction style is the LUB or the Lowest Unique Bid, a strategy-oriented auc-

tion wherein users will have to succeed in outthinking others. The auctions carried out using smart 

contracts allow users to get cryptos instantly into their metamask wallet.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/defibids-a-new-defi-platform/
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Users can take part in the crypto auctions using Ethereum with TRX or metamask with tronlink. 

Users access metamask for purchasing credits, and 15 percent of each purchase goes to stakers 

daily (paid in the form of ETH). Another 5 percent of the auction purchase will be awarded to refer-

rals and paid in ETH. Users who win an auction are given a token that is sent directly to their digital 

wallets after a few confirmations.

Platinum Crypto Academy and Cryptonaire Weekly Co-Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief Karnav Shah 

expressed “ how excited we are to be working with DefiBids the world’s first cryptocurrency auction 

site. the Defi space is revolutionising the way individuals and institutions view finance and it’s great 

to bring a project like DefiBids to our clients and subscribers attention.’

DefiBids has also designed a Token known as “Bid Token” that users won’t have to sell unless they 

want to. The token, currently traded on Uniswap, has a supply of 50 million. The deflationary token 

burns 2 percent off every single transaction. The company has already burned more than 2 million 

tokens.

DefiBids staking portal wherein stakers can earn staking rewards comprising bid tokens as well as 

ETH rewards. As a result, stakers get Bid tokens as well as ETH collected from transaction burns 

and auctions.

https://youtu.be/UXz9_I9TrcM
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http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE 
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD

Grayscale, the world’s largest crypto asset management firm, is on a buying spree after purchasing 

massive amounts of cryptocurrencies to the tune of $1 billion in just 24 hours. 

In a tweet posted on April 9th, Grayscale revealed that its total assets under management (AUM) 

stands at $46.1 billion. 

A day earlier, Grayscale announced in a separate tweet that it held a total of $45.1 billion in crypto 

assets, indicating that the crypto asset manager grew its holdings by 10 figures within 24 hours.

News of Grayscale’s growth arrives amid its accumulation of crypto assets other than Bitcoin (BTC) 

and Ethereum (ETH), two coins that make up over 97% of the company’s holdings.

Data from the cryptocurrency futures trading and information platform Bybt shows that Grayscale 

increased its holdings in four altcoins over the past 30 days. In the past month, Grayscale bought 

36,215 Litecoin (LTC), 5,566,271 Stellar Lumens (XLM), 23,105 Zcash (ZEC), and 923 Bitcoin Cash 

(BCH).

Crypto Giant Grayscale Adds $1 Billion in 24 Hours Amid Litecoin, Stellar 

Lumens and Zcash Buying Spree 

Read more...

https://dailyhodl.com/2021/04/12/crypto-giant-grayscale-adds-1-billion-in-24-hours-amid-litecoin-stellar-lumens-and-zcash-buying-spree/
https://dailyhodl.com/2021/04/12/crypto-giant-grayscale-adds-1-billion-in-24-hours-amid-litecoin-stellar-lumens-and-zcash-buying-spree/
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American investment bank and financial services provider JPMorgan, on Monday, April 12, launched 

‘Confirm,’ a blockchain solution to reduce the number of rejected or returned payments.

‘Confirm’ Validates Transactions In ‘Near Real-time’

Following the launch, the US bank is now test-running the blockchain solution with 12 banks in Taiwan. 

The financial institutions include CTBC Bank, Taiwan Cooperative Bank, and First Commercial Bank.

As part of the test run, the banks were required to transfer money to Indonesia, using JPMorgan’s 

clearing solution – ‘PayDirect.’

Disclosing this development to the investing public, the banks which were used as case studies, 

according to JPMorgan, were able to request and receive confirmation of beneficiaries’ account 

information in ‘near-real-time.’

According to the US banking giant, there are numerous risks attached to transaction failures in the 

blockchain market, some of which are -a heightened risk of fraud, increment in cost from payment 

returns, and poor customer experience because of delays in processing payments.

Why this solution is timely for digital asset holders

In the blockchain industry, transactions are mostly seamless as cryptocurrency transactions are often 

done without problems. But there are instances where unsuccessful and failed transactions are 

recorded. In situations where failed transactions occur, one of the most common reasons is ‘fees.’

JPMorgan Piloting Blockchain-based Payment Solution in Asia

Read more...

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/jpmorgan-piloting-blockchain-based-payment-solution-in-asia/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/jpmorgan-piloting-blockchain-based-payment-solution-in-asia/
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Users will be able to purchase as little as one-hundredth of a Tesla share, with prices settled in 

Binance USD (BUSD).

Cryptocurrency exchange Binance is allowing its users to buy fractions of companies’ shares with a 

new tokenized stock trading service, starting with Tesla.

The crypto exchange announced Monday the launch of Binance Stock Tokens, zero-commission 

digital tokens that qualify holders for returns including dividends.

As of 1:35 p.m. UTC (9:35 a.m. ET) April 12, users will be able to buy fractions of actual Tesla shares, 

which trade at $677 a share at the time of writing.

Users will be able to purchase as little as one-hundredth of a Tesla share, with prices settled in 

Binance USD (BUSD).

The exchange’s native crypto Binance Coin (BNB) has surged more than 25% in the last 24 hours, 

reaching an all-time high of $637.44. It is priced at $590.51 at press time. It’s not immediately clear 

what is driving the price of the coin.

Binance Allows Users to Trade Tokenized Stock Tokens Starting With Tesla 

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/binance-allows-users-to-trade-tokenized-stock-tokens-starting-with-tesla
https://www.coindesk.com/binance-allows-users-to-trade-tokenized-stock-tokens-starting-with-tesla
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https://t.me/AuBit_Official_Community
https://www.facebook.com/aubitnetwork
https://twitter.com/aubitnetwork
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aubit
https://www.instagram.com/aubitnetwork/
https://bit.ly/3bhBEh6
https://bit.ly/3bVk56X
http://bit.ly/30Rxqqp
https://bit.ly/3tr6SbV
http://bit.ly/2OF9Z0Y
https://bit.ly/3bhBEh6
https://bit.ly/3bhBEh6
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Coinbase’s Wednesday listing a “big milestone” for the industry whose valuation dwarfs Google’s at 

the time of its IPO and the current market cap of Nasdaq and ICE, which runs the NYSE.

Bitcoin is nearing its all-time high as the market gets extremely excited about the upcoming listing 

of the largest US cryptocurrency exchange on Wednesday.

Going as high as $61,300 today, BTC is hovering around $60k. But the market believes we are 

nowhere near the top.

In fact, according to The Simpsons, Bitcoin is going to infinity.

The big catalyst for Bitcoin to send it higher, not to infinity, but all that closer to six figures is Coinbase 

going public on the Nasdaq under the ticker “COIN.”

Being the first major crypto company to do so has put everyone’s eyes on it. This listing is expected 

to provide the crypto market and other crypto exchanges an idea about investor appetite for the 

crypto industry and other start-ups in the sector.

The Simpsons Reports Bitcoin Price at Infinity; This Week’s Catalyst to ‘Blow 

People’s Minds’

Read more...

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/the-simpsons-reports-bitcoin-price-at-infinity-this-weeks-catalyst-to-blow-peoples-minds/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/the-simpsons-reports-bitcoin-price-at-infinity-this-weeks-catalyst-to-blow-peoples-minds/
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HSBC Lacks ‘Appetite’ for Bitcoin, Bans MicroStrategy Stock

Read more...

HSBC won’t let traders on its investing platform dabble in MicroStrategy stock. Will it 

apply its anti-crypto policy to Coinbase shares?

HSBC, one of the world’s largest banks, already blocks transfers from cryptocurrency exchanges to 

client accounts. It’s taken its anti-crypto policy a step further.

The bank confirmed to Reuters that it no longer allows customers to trade MicroStrategy stock due 

to the company’s significant Bitcoin holdings.

In an apparent March 29 message to a client on HSBC’s InvestDirect stock trading platform, the 

bank said it had “changed the policy on virtual currencies” and virtual currency-related products. As 

a result, clients can no longer purchase or transfer such assets, though they can continue to hold 

or sell them.

“HSBC has no appetite for direct exposure to virtual currencies and limited appetite to facilitate 

products or securities that derive their value from VCs (virtual currencies),” HSBC said in a statement 

reported by Reuters today.

MicroStrategy, a publicly traded cloud software company based in the US, controls over 91,000 BTC; 

the cryptocurrency comprises 80% of its treasury, meaning the company’s day-to-day fortunes are 

contingent on Bitcoin’s market price. Thus far, the strategy has worked. MicroStrategy has convert-

ed its $2.2 billion investment into closer to $5.5 billion as Bitcoin’s price has risen to record highs.

https://decrypt.co/66277/hsbc-lacks-appetite-bitcoin-bans-microstrategy-stock
https://decrypt.co/66277/hsbc-lacks-appetite-bitcoin-bans-microstrategy-stock
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The NYSE’s NFTs will celebrate the first trades made in the shares of Spotify, Unity, DoorDash, 

Snowflake, Roblox, and Coupang.

The New York Stock Exchange, or NYSE, has jumped on the NFT bandwagon by minting nonfun-

gible tokens celebrating the first trade made in the shares of prominent U.S. companies.

In an April 13th announcement, NYSE’s president, Stacey Cunningham, described NFTs as a “new, 

fun way to mark the moment” of a company’s first trade on the NYSE.

The first six NYSE NFTs commemorating the first trades for Spotify, Snowflake, Unity, DoorDash, 

Roblox, and Coupang, with Cunningham confirming “there will be many more NYSE NFTs to come.”

The first NFTs are already listed on Crypto.com’s NFT marketplace, with the tokens hosting a 10-sec-

ond video clip presenting information about the company’s first trade — including its time, date, and 

listing price.

NYSE’s announcement received a mixed response on social media, with Twitter user “Aaron” saying 

he “had to check the calendar just to make sure it wasn’t April 1st” upon reading the news.

NYSE celebrates historic ‘first trades’ with NFT series 

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/nyse-celebrates-historic-first-trades-with-nft-series
https://cointelegraph.com/news/nyse-celebrates-historic-first-trades-with-nft-series
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http://bit.ly/37YEUvM
http://bit.ly/37YEUvM
http://bit.ly/37YEUvM
http://bit.ly/37YEUvM
http://bit.ly/37YEUvM
https://www.linkedin.com/company/qoiniq/
https://www.facebook.com/Qoiniq/
https://www.instagram.com/qoiniq/
https://www.reddit.com/u/Qoiniq/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=ios_app&utm_name=iossmf
https://t.me/QoinIQ_official
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The revenue for its crypto-specific GPUs is three times the company’s projections.

Graphics card producer Nvidia said Q1 revenue is “tracking above” the $5.30 billion it forecasted 

in February, partly on better-than-expected sales of processors aimed at the cryptocurrency mining 

market. Shares of Nvidia rose 5% to $608 into after-hours trading.

“We are experiencing broad-based strength, with all our market platforms driving upside to our initial 

outlook,” said Colette Kress, executive vice president and chief financial officer of NVIDIA.

Nvidia said it expects it will earn $150 million from its Cryptocurrency Mining Processors (CMPs), up 

from $50 million it predicted in its February outlook. The California-based firm began selling these 

crypto-specific mining GPUs this year in part to quench demand from miners who buy graphics cards 

to mine Ethereum and other cryptocurrencies. Alongside hobbyists and smaller miners, at least one 

professional firms, Hut 8, bought $30 million of these CMPs in March.

Nvidia Revenue Outpaces Q1 Forecasts, Partly Driven by Crypto Chip Demand 

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/nvidia-revenue-outpaces-q1-forecasts-partly-driven-by-crypto-chip-demand
https://www.coindesk.com/nvidia-revenue-outpaces-q1-forecasts-partly-driven-by-crypto-chip-demand
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Nasdaq-listed Microstrategy, which has amassed nearly 100K bitcoins in its treasury, has modified 

its compensation agreements for the board of directors. The company will now pay non-employee 

directors in bitcoin, citing its commitment to the cryptocurrency “given its ability to serve as a store 

of value, supported by a robust and public open-source architecture, untethered to sovereign mon-

etary policy.”

Board of Directors Will Be Paid in Bitcoin

Microstrategy Inc. (NASDAQ: MSTR) has filed a form with the U.S. Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) stating that its Board of Directors has “modified the compensation arrange-

ments for non-employee directors.” The filing explains, “Going forward, non-employee directors will 

receive all fees for their service on the company’s Board in bitcoin instead of cash,” adding:

In approving bitcoin as a form of compensation for Board service, the Board cited its commitment to 

bitcoin given its ability to serve as a store of value, supported by a robust and public open-source 

architecture, untethered to sovereign monetary policy.

Microstrategy Will Now Pay Board of Directors in Bitcoin as Treasury Grows to 

Nearly 100K BTC 

Read more...

https://news.bitcoin.com/microstrategy-pay-board-of-directors-in-bitcoin-treasury-100k-btc/
https://news.bitcoin.com/microstrategy-pay-board-of-directors-in-bitcoin-treasury-100k-btc/
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Kasikornbank has identified asset-backed DeFi as having the potential to create economic value for 

Thailand.

Kasikornbank, or KBank, one of Thailand’s largest banks, has begun experimenting with DeFi ser-

vices as part of its business expansion plan.

According to a report by Bangkok Post, the bank’s decentralized finance exploration is being spear-

headed by KBank’s tech subsidiary, Kasikorn Business Technology Group, or KBTG.

Commenting on KBank’s DeFi plans, KBTG chairman Ruangroj Poonpol said:

“DeFi is a key exploration for KBank Group this year […] The project is being explored through KBTG 

under the second phase of the company’s digital transformation programme.”

According to Poonpol, DeFi could hold the key to improving financial inclusion for people in Thailand 

via access to innovative financial services, adding: “With this asset-backed form, DeFi could also cre-

ate economic value for Thailand.”

Major Thai bank experimenting with decentralized finance 

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/major-thai-bank-experimenting-with-decentralized-finance
https://cointelegraph.com/news/major-thai-bank-experimenting-with-decentralized-finance
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http://bit.ly/3lF09se
http://bit.ly/397KInr
http://bit.ly/3lF09se
https://t.me/CberryOfficial
https://twitter.com/cberry_official
https://discord.gg/8VHjSKGf
http://bit.ly/3lF09se
http://bit.ly/3lF09se
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Here’s how former Coinbase CTO Balaji Srinivasan says India should 

embrace crypto 

Read more...

With an ambitious youth and a rising tech scene, seizing the opportunities that the crypto space 

presents could be a path forward for India.

Former Coinbase CTO Balaji Srinivasan says India must enable cryptocurrency payments and 

related services for its citizens on several government-backed applications, as per a blog post over 

the weekend.

He proposed adding cryptocurrencies to ‘IndiaStack,’ a set of national APIs for payments, identity, 

KYC, e-signature, and document verification that is used by government applications to facilitate 

services for billions of Indians.

Add crypto to everything

Srinivasan, of Indian ancestry, is a popular Bitcoin and cryptocurrency proponent who previously 

built and sold the token-based social network Earn.com to Coinbase. He is currently an angel inves-

tor focusing on cryptocurrencies and says the sector presents a massive opportunity for the world’s 

second-most populous country.

“India can leapfrog the US and China to emerge as the global leader for decentralized finance if 

it enables cryptocurrency functionalities on existing public digital platforms including the UPI and 

Aadhaar,” he said in a concept note.

https://cryptoslate.com/heres-how-former-coinbase-cto-balaji-srinivasan-says-india-should-embrace-crypto/
https://cryptoslate.com/heres-how-former-coinbase-cto-balaji-srinivasan-says-india-should-embrace-crypto/
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THE QOINIQ ECOSYSTEM, QOINSUIT, 
QOINNECT AND QOINX- QOINIQ REVIEW

The QoinIQ team unifies under the shared belief, that conventional finance is becoming outdated 

and the world currently is moving dramatically fast into a reality where premium financial services 

are made available to everyone. And not just a small group of the privileged few. Blockchain tech 

and cryptocurrency are the way to accomplish this goal and the spirit that commands QoinIQ’s mis-

sion. This mission is to create the right tools for the cryptocurrency world, thereby making it suitable 

for cryptocurrency investing and becoming the new normal.

QoinIQ is a firm in the crypto universe founded and run by a group of successful people with a finan-

cial industry lineage, spanning over many decades in aggregate. The team designed the QoinIQ 

ecosystem, that builds the equipment for the financial industry to gauge in the crypto revolution.

THE QOINSUIT PLATFORM

The QoinIQ ecosystem engineers the QoinSuit platform. It provides an unparalleled set of trading 

services for every financial actor by synching the world’s leading cryptocurrency investing exchange 

terminals. This deed makes them accessible in a single international trading tool. With this approach, 

there’s the highest level of execution proficiency and with a decentralized order management sys-

tem.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/the-qoiniq-ecosystem/
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QoinSuit is created for the initial purpose of simplifying cryptocurrencies’ trading activities among 

market participants or the investors. The transfer or deposits of cryptocurrencies, fiat money, or any 

type of financial asset cannot be executed through the platform.

The thrilling bullish trend that lasted for two years (until January 2018) surprised both experienced 

and inexperienced traders in the crypto market. This resulted in a dramatically violent market cor-

rection. Without relating the appropriate money management skills, many investors and funds with 

holdings in the form of digital assets suffered losses, sometimes up to 95%. The capital exhausts 

and the ability to earn profit, too, is lost.

QoinSuit, via the inception of a sequence of innovations and features, targets to significantly 

increase each trader’s processes, tools as well as risk management activities.

Existing trading tools for cryptocurrencies developed by other competitors provide mostly elemen-

tary functions and suffer from several limitations. Having performed a long and meticulous analysis 

of the market, QoinIQ identified several areas they considered deficient and they committed them-

selves to the goal of designing a terminal that eliminates such issues.

QoinSuit is the result of the aforementioned efforts and also the consequence of bundling a 

decade’s long experience in the financial field, beyond cryptocurrency investing and arbitrage, 

completely distancing themselves from everyone else and steering their efforts towards meeting 

the needs of the cryptocurrency community.

The QoinIQ terminal designed a new layout including charting analysis tools, which allows traders 

to operate in multiple cryptocurrencies at the same time. QoinSuit supports the use of multiple dis-

plays. Traders using two or more display units can keep an eye on much more uninterrupted data. 

QoinSuit supports the simultaneous view of several chart graphs in a single presentation.

On QoinSuit, it will be possible to view on the same screen, for instance, a book on Bitcoin, a book 

on Bitcoin futures, and an option series with Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies as underlying.

In QoinIQ it is unthinkable that traders performing arbitrage or using any such instruments to hedge 

a position have to continuously and laboriously open and close different screens in search of instru-

ments on which they intend to trade.

QoinIQ has introduced extended conditional orders. In markets with strong volatility and without 

regulation, large price movements occur only too often. Lack of rigid money management is an 

inevitable gateway to suffer losses. On QoinSuit, it’s possible to manage orders like stop loss, take 

profit, or trailing stop directly from the book but with completely different specifications than being 

available thus far within the marketplace.

For example, with one click, up to 3 orders are often entered directly, allowing position management 

under any market condition as the trader sees fit. It’s also possible to manage conditional orders 

separately, creating real trading strategies, not only protecting the trader’s position but also helping 

maximize profits, even when the trader is far away from his terminal.
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The QoinIQ ecosystem terminal also will introduce a market scan to warrant real-time price compari-

sons of any given cryptocurrency traded and help users buy where the quoted rate is more attractive 

or maybe perform arbitrage.

Multi-exchange platforms don’t provide for short sales, albeit the exchange of choice allows it; 

therefore, the ability to manage a portfolio on margin isn’t given (exchanges currently move towards 

providing leverage to customers and ensure liquidity, especially after the market correction in 2018). 

That has been treated with high priority within the development of QoinSuit, as a multi-exchange 

platform.

FEATURES OF QOINSUIT

WATCH LIST

Immediate, personalized overview of all available cryptocurrency exchanges altogether. Real-time-

based data analysis (percentage, volume, or daily variation) & trends monitoring individually configu-

rable for content and layout
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HORIZONTAL BOOK

One of the Core functions of QoinSuit

1.  Helps monitor the trend of every currency

2. Displays the ten best price levels for purchases and sales

3. Displays ticker of the last 30 trades. Possibility to extend the view via the use of the Deep Book

4. Quick dispatch of market orders, single or multiple

5. Trade order confirmations notifications

6. Visible: price, percentage gain/loss, trend, quantity, avg. price, P&L

7. Quick order placement via the mouse function

8. Conditional orders entry, with extended function

ORDERS WINDOW

Summary of all daily or weekly orders:

1.  View of still open vs filled orders

2. Ability to change pending orders’ parameters or cancel orders (also multiple, linked to a specific      

operation, via a single click)

3.Ability to recall any transaction from the order history

GRAPHIC TOOL

Provided by TradingView

1.  Customizable

2. Multiple technical analysis indicators/ tools (Bollinger bands, Elliot tools, Fibonacci retracements 

and time zones, RSI, Aroon  oscillator, MACD, etc.)

PORTFOLIO WINDOW

1.  Display of executed orders (price, quantity, real-time P&L) and type of wallet in use

2. Displays conditional orders can be entered directly from the portfolio window via the “Adv. order” 

function

3. Displays conditional orders entered individually, can also be displayed separately via the “Adv. 

order” function

4. Displays partial conditional orders possible, for example purchase of BTC in USD and sale of a 

fraction in EUR, with a trailing stop conditional order being entered simultaneously)

5. Continuous monitoring of the current position size under “Available balance.”

6. Total intraday P&L realized on the day coins are negotiated, and total theoretical gain/loss of all 

coins in the portfolio
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TOOLBAR

Located at the highest of the screen with icons for quick access to key features (watchlist, portfo-

lio, orders, open previously saved desktop configuration, save the new configuration, change the 

graphic layout).

User icon to access personal setting sign-off. The features described above are functional on pro-

duction go-live. The premises of connectivity, core functionality, and, most significantly, security/sta-

bility and risk management are going to be met from the instant QoinSuit is commercially available.

Server security (including backup servers with ample capacity) may be a pivotal factor that directly 

impacts our entire-architecture. Continuous “timbering” and update of those features (e.g. setup of 

knowledge feed and order routing for brand spanking new exchanges, extend automatic manage-

ment of multi-broker exposure and P&L, etc.) are going to be warranted beyond launch and can 

absorb a neighbourhood of the resources used for pre-launch development, testing and fine-tuning.

An array of additional elements that enhance QoinSuit’s capabilities are identified and placed within 

the pipeline. The terminal has defined two cycles during which development and complete platform 

integration of those elements will happen.

PHASE 1 OR CYCLE 1

Look & feel enhancements

1.  Development of performance charting for the portfolio

2. Creation of a wallet

3. Complete customization of colour schemes, font selection, etc.

4. Responsive layout for portable devices & app

5. Creation of a “playground” for new traders – practice tool

PHASE 2 OR CYCLE 2

Launch of performance display (charts) for the portfolio

1.  Launch of cryptocurrencies allocation chart with net total displayed in the currency of choice.

2. Extended display: allocation chart breakdown by broker a/o exchange.

3. Programming and design of a derivative products’ trading platform with cryptos as underlying 

technical support in modelling and customization of structured products (QoinX).

4. Launch of Chart trading functionality based on technical analysis patterns.

5. Forum and “follow top traders” stage, as well as opinion crowdsourcing platform (Qoinnect)
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QOINNECT

This is QoinIQ’s space where the members and new users of the platform will be able to connect 

and share ideas. They’ll be able to interact, share opinions and also their knowledge about new 

proposals with the community. Qoinnect is the place the members can expand their knowledge and 

network. Here’s where they can connect with the users of the QoinSuit platform and also grow their 

reach.

QOINX

This is the platform for crypto derivatives. QoinX will not only be dedicated to derivatives trading, 

but through it, QoinIQ will also provide support in structured products modeling and customization.

The time to introduction of any of the above elements could also be significantly shortened, counting 

on capacity but also on specifications requested by the sponsoring bodies. Because of QoinSuit’s 

system design and scalability, the QoinIQ team envisions extending its range to be used beyond 

the digital asset markets, within the traditional financial markets (e.g. equities, futures, options, etc.).

QOINIQ TOKENOMICS

QoinIQ utility tokens will be available to the Users as the means to access QoinSuit and its services 

by pre-purchasing them through the Token Generating Event (TGE).

During the TGE period, 100 million QoinIQ tokens with a nominal value of CHF 0.25 will be minted. 

After the TGE, the tokens will be listed at one or more exchanges.

The maximum supply of tokens sold during the TGE is set to a corresponding counter value of CHF 

15 million.

Depending on the development of QoinSuit, a portion of tokens up to 5% of the free float may be 

burned. This will be announced a week before the burning event.

QoinIQ intends to allocate the issued tokens as follows:

1.  60% will be sold via a token generating event

2. 40% will remain with QoinIQ for further developments of QoinSuit.
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AUBIT FREEWAY TOKEN NOW 
AVAILABLE ON BINANCE SMART CHAIN 
THROUGH PANCAKE SWAP

As of April 2021, the AuBit Freeway platform has onboarded its first early users who are already 

enjoying incredible AuBitisation rewards beyond expectations. More than 100,000 people remain 

on the waiting list and are expected to gain access soon with more than $50m in community 

requests for the AuBit Virtual Hedge Fund.

Independently-verified simulations show as much as a 75% improvement on current benchmark 

annual returns, meaning AuBit could be the next big-shot in the finance world.

The AuBit Freeway is the world’s first investment platform that gives all investors more of the assets 

they buy through revenue redistribution. In developing the Freeway network, AuBit has put togeth-

er a team of leading financial gurus from topmost companies like Google, IBM, Morgan Stanley, 

Goldman Sachs, Fidelity, Credit Suisse, and HSBC. 

AUBIT FREEWAY IS DESIGNED TO GIVE USERS MORE OF WHAT THEY OWN

Many investors are caught in between two worlds: the cryptocurrency world and the traditional 

world. Investors in the cryptocurrency world have seen wild returns and know that the returns from 

investing in this niche are real. 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/aubit-freeway-token-now-available-on-binance-smart-chain/
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With the AuBit Freeway platform, however, users get more of the assets they buy through ongoing 

revenue redistributions.

This process maximises investor returns without increasing by what’s known as AuBitisation.  AuBitisation 

is the process of redistributing revenues for the benefit of all investors of the AuBit Freeway platform 

in the form of underlying assets.

If you buy AuBitised Tesla shares, you’ll receive more Tesla shares through ongoing redistributions — 

giving you the potential for both value growth AND volume growth. Regardless of asset performance, 

who doesn’t want more at no extra cost?

EARLY AUBIT FREEWAY PLATFORM REWARDS DRIVE DEMAND FOR FWT
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Inevitably, early traction and proof of results has created demand for the Freeway Token as, to gain 

access to AuBit Virtual Hedge Fund (AVHF) products, users must match their largest AVHF product 

holdings with FWT on the Freeway Lite platform.

For example, to gain access to $1000 worth of the Bitcoin Accumulator product that simulates quant-

based, bitcoin trading strategies designed to accumulate bitcoin at a growth rate of 20-40% per year, 

one must also hold $1000 worth of Freeway Token in their account.

AUBIT’S BRIDGE BETWEEN BINANCE SMART CHAIN AND ETHEREUM

The Freeway Token is now available on the Binance Smart Chain and Pancake Swap. This means 

that the Freeway tokens can also be found in the form of BEP tokens instead of just ERC-20. AuBit 

made this possible to help FWT holders reduce the huge Ethereum gas fees.

FWT is available as an ERC-20 token on Uniswap, Bithumb Global, and AscendEX (formerly BitMax), 

currently trading on the 6th of August at around 1.4 cents per token, down from its recent 2.2 cent 

all time high. 

Unusually, however, the BEP FWT token is trading at 2.6 cents on the Binance Smart Chain through 

PancakeSwap. Speculators in the unofficial AuBit Telegram group expect an arbitrage opportunity 

when a bridge between the two is built.

No one knows when, but AuBit CEO Graham Doggart has been quoted in Telegram AMAs multiple 

times mentioning the coming bridge between FWT as both an ERC and BEP token. 

However, by the end of May 2021, the AuBit platform expects to have brought onboard its first 10,000 

users, so it’s possible a bridge could be in place before then. 

THE BENEFITS & UTILITY OF THE FREEWAY TOKEN

FWT utility is key to unlocking maximum investor returns. And here’s where things become quite 

intriguing, and crypto and traditional finance sync in a way you’ve never witnessed before.

The Freeway token (FWT) is the basic utility used in the AuBit Freeway terminal. Think of this token 

as the facilitator to even more rewards on the Freeway platform.

AuBit’s Freeway Token runs and fuels its network in the following THREE ways:

1. Holding Freeway Tokens gives the users preferential AuBit Redistributions known as AuBitisation. 

2. Users need to natively stake Freeway Token (FWT) to gain access to preferential returns from 

AuBit’s Virtual Hedge Fund.

3. Freeway Tokens offers the Freeway members discounted trading fees upon full public launch of 

the platform.
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The Freeway token’s utility is often so high that the publicly listed Canadian merchant bank, 

Greenbank, purchased four-hundred million Freeway Tokens in a multi-million dollar and an equity 

deal just weeks following the Freeway Token’s public launch in late 2020.

In a press release published on NASDAQ’s, Bloomberg’s, and Yahoo Finance’s websites, David 

Lonsdale, CEO of Greenbank, said that one of their major goals was to invest in companies that could 

scale globally and had a potential valuation of at least a billion dollars. Lonsdale continued by saying 

that he believed AuBit fits the criteria they were looking for perfectly.

Looking at AuBit’s current progress to date, Lonsdale’s words may turn out prophetic.

100,000+ VERIFIED WAITLIST USERS AND 3 MILLION IN REFERRAL 
REWARDS BEFORE THE LAUNCH

Behind the scenes, before AuBit’s official launch, the platform has relied on an organic approach to 

market itself. The platform also regularly communicates with its community and loyal fans through 

Telegram and email.

A swift glance at the team behind a massive idea like AuBit, nevertheless, and it’s a little shocking 

that, despite the refreshing lack of hype, the platform already has over 100,000 waitlist members 

signed up as a result of their three million Freeway forever rewards referral earning program.

With the launching of beta at hand, scheduled to take place for early April 2021, all the eyeballs 

are on AuBit and Freeway Token as the terminal arranges their launch in over 180 countries. This is 

also when serious marketing of the platform will begin — by which time a bridge will be in place to 

ensure AuBit can buy Freeway Tokens at a fair market discovery price for users buying FWT from 

the platform.

WHERE TO BUY AUBIT FREEWAY TOKEN (FWT)

Freeway Tokens will be available to buy directly on the Freeway platform upon launch.

If you wish to buy in advance, you will need to use a third-party exchange.

Here’s how…

1) Choose your preferred platform from UniSwap, Pancake Swap, AscendEx (Formerly BitMax), and 

Bithumb Global.

a. UniSwap is a popular decentralised exchange that requires less onboarding but may charge higher 

fees.

b. AscendEx & Bithumb Global are centralised exchanges that require a lengthier onboarding pro-

cess but may require lower fees.
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2) On your chosen platform, you’ll first need to buy Tether, known by its code USDT — congratula-

tions, now you own cryptocurrency! Tether is valued at the same or almost identical price as the US 

Dollar.

3) Now you own USDT, all you need to do is visit the Freeway Token (FWT) page on your chosen 

platform and exchange your USDT for FWT — now you own FWT!

 1. You’ll find FWT on UniSwap here

 2. You’ll find FWT on PancakeSap here

 3. You’ll find FWT on AscendEx here

 4. And you’ll find FWT on Bithumb Global here

https://info.uniswap.org/pair/0xe0deb97487bddf4c28ab1aa169179db0da625b29
https://info.uniswap.org/pair/0xe0deb97487bddf4c28ab1aa169179db0da625b29
https://bitmax.io/en/cashtrade-spottrading/usdt/fwt
https://www.bithumb.pro/en-us/spot/trade?q=FWT-USDT
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https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/

